1. Approval of June 2010 Minutes
2. Additional Agenda Topics?
3. Development Update – Sam Huang
4. Current DLC Capacity/Projections – Laurie Taylor
5. ASERL proposal & engagement of selectors in identification of areas for retrospective collection of Federal documents/Centers of Excellence (print materials) and/or digitization (ex: acquired from Hathi) – Jan Swanbeck
6. Recommendations from selectors for development of (monthly) topical presentations (ex: Gulf Oil Spill) to showcase depth of Government Documents available in variety of subject areas – Jan Swanbeck
7. Proposed Criteria Changes for Books on Demand – Michele Crump
8. Wrap up/Agenda Topics for Next Meeting

**Next Meetings**
*August 11*
*September 8*
*October 13*
*November 10*
*December 8*